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StrU,ttute ill The Graduate Division
Ev,oluot,ed By Deans Cohen and Griffin

By lJANET EPSTEIN
By Gary B. Meisels
(Editor's Note: Miss Epstein is Secretarial Officer for the Board of
On March 10, 1970 President R'obert C. Weaver or Baruch
Governors of the 'Gradtiiite Students Association)
College met with students of the evening session in his office
The follo\Vjng i's dealing with the compo$ition of the Baruch graduate student oody. The
to discuss issues concerning the evening session student. Also information is based pn statistics for the Fall 1969 semester, obtained through the office of
in attendence at this forum were Dean Dispenzieri, Assistant Deans Cohen and Griffin.
ti-ibution. The number of credits from nine to twelve cr�ts, 0.7%
Graduate Stucl.ent •Status
Dean of students, Dr. Irving Greger, and Mr. Ron Bruse.
students are enrolled for are a:s (21) from thirteen to fifteen cred
,Approximat�ly
two-thirds
of
the
follows: 26.3% (863) three or less its, 12.7% (417) only Thesis, 4.0%
The President was informed oi •
a pending CUNY SGS strike to be fired be rehired. d) No afternoon or graduate student enrollment . of credits, 41.3% (1,353) from four (132) Thesis + two or three cred
3,276 are matriculated students. to six credits, 8.8% (289) from its, 2.2% (70) Thesis + four to
held this Tuesday and Wednesday, evening classes be withdrawn, but The remaining one-third are no,n seven to nine credits,
3.2% (109)
(Continued on Page 6)
March 17 and 18, based on a 6- additional courses ]:>e added. e) matriculated ( Grad 10'.s). Of the
point proposal passed by SGS Coun- Students' voices in firing instruc matriculated students, 36.7% (816)
cil of Presidents at a meeting held tors be made through teacher are Grad 4's (candidate for M.B.A.
degree), 1.8% (39) are Grad 6's
at the Hunter campus on March 8. evaluation f) All instructors be
(candidate for M.P.A. degree),
The proposals included: a) All given tenure on the same basis as 1.5% (33) are Grad 7's (Education
current non-matric students in SGS full-time instructors.
student), 32.3% (721) are Grad S's
become matric in September under
The assembled body at this meet (pre-thesis candidate), and 27.7%
the new Open Enrollment policies. ing were in accord that they did (617) Grad 9's (program pending).
The figures concerning graduate
b) All SGS students should receive not support such a program based status are shown in Table.
Students at the City University of New York applying
the same rights and priviledges as on the effectiveness of the current
for admission to the University's Program of Study Abroad
Graduate Course Distribution
day session students. c) SGS in- cohessiveness of our administration
for
the
academic year 1970-71 will be interviewed by Uni
The Baruch graduate community
structors that have been released or and its present policy structure.
consists primarily of part-time stu versity admissions committees on Saturday, March 14 and
dents. This is indicated by the fact 21, and Sunday, March 15 and 22. The admissions commit
that about two-third of the student
will each be composed of fac-·<-'t>-------------
body a.re taking ,9nly one or two tees
n,lty and staff members_ of t�e-varci- as the nativ� student, takes pa1.t
courses, excluding Thesis. The ous
colleges of the U�1ve�1ty, and in the same classroom exercises,
co=·se distributions are as follows:
67.5% (2,212) are enrolled in one students �� the _'Uruvers1ty who and competes without special privi
or two courses, 13.0% (423) from have part1c1pated m the program. leges or consideration in the same
Students applying to study in year-end examinations. The stu
three to five courses, 12.7% (204)
Thesis + one or two courses, and England, France, Germany, Italy, dent also participates in seminars
The Department of Chemistry corridor wall display, 0.6% (20) Thesis + three or four Puerto RiGo, or Spain will be in- given by the City University Resi
terviewed Saturdays in the City dent Director assigned to each
"Chemistry in the News," is currently featuring a posted courses.
University Graduate Center, and foreign university.
Graduate Credit Distribution
article entitled, "The Black Tide," a comprehensive coverage
students . inte�ding _ to study in
Each student's program is ar
Israel
will be mterv1ewed Sundays ranged in consultation with the
This
information
corresponds
to
of all aspects of oil pollution of our seas.
that given for graduate course dis- at _the �me�ican Friend� _ of Tel Resident Director at the begin
The above display will be added to shortly by the fol
Av1". U:mvers1ty. To be eligible for ning of the year (in the fall) and
adm1ss1on to the program t�e stu- is periodically evaluated by the
lowing articles:
.
d_ent must be a Juruor, seruor, or Director, who assigns credit and
"Earthquake at Giza" - the problems of the storage
f1r�t-ye�r gra�uate student at the letter grades according to the
t)'.,
with soph_o�ores also American system. At the end of
U�1vers1_
of radio-active wastes.
bemg eltg1b_le tor adm1ss1on to the the academic year, grades and
"More Letters in the Wind" - additional pollutants to
p1:ograms m Israel and Puerto credits earned by students are reR1co.
By Gary B. Meisels
our environment other than DDT.
ported to their home colleges.
Undergraduate students may
Dr. Robe1t A. Picken, Assistant
On Thursday, March 12, 1970,
"Blunted Weapons." The use of antibiotics and other
earn up to 32 credits during their Dean of the Faculty for Inter
the
13
Evening
.
C
lub
Leaders
met
medicines, as routine animal-feed supplements, is endan with the Evening Club Co-Ordina year abroad, while graduate stu- national Education and Assistant
tor of Evening Session. Topics dis dents may earn up to 30 credits. Professor of Romance Languages
gering their usefulness in medicine.
cussed in the brief session included Unlike many foreign study pro- at Queens College, is Acting Di
"A New River" - an environmental report of the ther
the co-ordinating of rooms of meet grams, the City University stu- rector of Program of Study
nuclear
future
and
present
from
mal pollution resulting
ings, distribution of publicity mat dent, enrolls in the same courses Abroad, founded in 1965.
ter
to the Evening Student Body,
power plants on the Great Lakes.
and membership campaigning. The
RADIO station "WBMB", made
available time for Evening Clubs
to have spot announcements men
1
tioning the events planned or tak
ing place on a given Evening. The
REPORTER representative inform
ed the LEADERS, that they are
not making utilization of the 14
Although the Job Recruiting program has had light re
Following the directive of its Council, the Executive free lines allocated to each of the sponse at Baruch and throughout CUNY, additional firms
clubs for their news and announce
Committee of the Student Advisory Council at a meeting ments in the paper. Drives for the will be interviewing at the Baruch Campus on the dates listed
on M-arch 2 passed a resolution requesting the reappoint various clubs are hard to accomp below. Students interested in working for any of these
lish due to students who are not finns, are requested to make an appointment with Miss
ment of Professor Jay Schulman of The City College for participating.
Maiden at the Placement Office, 155 E. 24th St., Room 407.
the academic year 1970/71. �
House Plan
April 6
Gertz
The firing of Professor Schul- missed Professor Schulman on
ce
man by President Copeland has grounds of academic incompeten
A House Plan Group would be
April 7
J. H. Cohn, CPA
been an issue of much controversy but has not substantiated his deci expanded to Evening Session
groups if there is interest in form
April 10 Laird Inc.
among students, faculty and ad sion.
On recommendation from the ing such a group.
ministration for the past several
April 14 New York Life Insurance - seeking home
The
S.B.L.
and
DANTE'
Society
Student
Senate
of
The
City
Col
that
weeks resulting out of the fact
office managers (no selling!)
lege that Professor Schulman is a have been successful in developing
that President Copeland ignored
highly qualified teacher the Stu larger memberships. Dante' will be
April 14 New York State Dept. of Audit & Control
the votes of the Faculty Senate, dent Advisory Council elected to having an Easter Italian Celebra
the P&B Committee of the Sociol request in resolution his rehiring. tion on this Friday, March 20th,
(second visit)
ogy Department and the Presi The resolution was sent to Chan 197-0 at 7 PM in the Student
April 15 Ebasco
dent's Review Committee (which cellor Bowker, President Copeland, Center.
All the Club Leaders wish to
he appoinbd and chafred) that Mr. Burkhardt, Mr. Ashe, Profes
April 15 Riegel Textiles
Professor Schulman's contract be sor Schulman and other interested convey an open invation to their
April 17 Geller and Geller, CPA
(Continued
on
Page
8)
parties.
dis:renewed. President Copeland
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I'd Rather Be Right ...

Letter to
the Edito1r
1

By HERB ROTHMAN
rules a good campus journalist
One
the
of
unwritten
ents,
by
g
i'; ��tn,,'/_1N�; To All Club Presi d
should follow is to never attack a fellow columnist in print.
/� �a:t� ��ch eo�:g;,"�;"�
37
9
Often time is of the greatest This practice would tend to demoralize and atagonize fel
J�:·y!ft"i:. fooio'�c;��� s%l.!1 �:�t��·�.; �;,;,. 5��d1���:
an announcement. ] W
Monday through Thursday. Telephone GRamercy 3-7748 or ORegon 3-7700 Ext. 247. importa nce i n
reporters. U11fortunate1Y I fee1 tlla t I must violate this
Editorial oplnlons are the view of The Editorial Board and do not necessarily Why not overcome thi s obsta cle O
Representative by usi ng WBMB. Your mes sage principle and offer my comments on an article written by
"
���fc!'.
ty
·
National
Advertla!na
����i:;
��
�:���� i.:i':ic
e
-------------------------- 1 will b e broa dca st ed with SPEED Sheldon Sweid appearing in last week's Reporter.
A Free Press and ACCURACY. Starting March _ His article on marjuana reflects a problem with which
Vol. LXXV - No. 6
16, 1970, WBMB Radio Baruch will
MONDAY, MARCH 16, 1970
he rarely al
be accepting club announcements Mr. Sweid seems to be consistently plagued - In
the afore-·
fr
ee of charge, All announceme nt s lows facts to get into the way of his writing!
JAY SIEGEL
mu st be submitted at lea st two mentioned article Mr. Sweid states that he can buy "all
Editor-in-Chief
days prior to broadcasting an d will the Elixir Turpin Hydrate, which contains the highest
Herb Rothman
ru n for a period of not more than alcohol (content) plus codien in any drugstor; but I need'
Managing Editor
s
e b
c
a prescription to get T1-irpin Hydrate alone." Perhaps it is
��t ee ��:� ��ra�c�;feci :�0
James Farley, Jr,
Public Relations Director
ment s will be read at l east o nce not Mr. Sweid's facts which are confused but his drugstore.
In any event, after speaking to three pharmacists and two
a day.
Val Cavalier ______________Graduate Editor Anno1mcements must be type- doctors, I learned that the opposite of what Mr. Sweid con-·
Sheldon Sweid _____________.roduction Manager
e v
tendi is the truth of the matter. Mr. Sweid further states
Josephine M. Tuzzeo _____________Copy Editor :�:: i; ���1
1i'eatures Editor tion s in th e announcement copy that "Much of the pot that is sold in the illicit market is
Alfred Charasz
Manager
Circulation
Eddie Hartstein ..............................................................
will not be accepted. The name of highly impure and may contain heroin or other harmful
.<:;rpecial Projects Editor the club submitting the an nounce
Zave Unger
- compounds. There may be no way in which the purchaser
Paul Guzza1·do _____________,Club News Editor ment must appear on top oi each
can detect this prior to sale. He may even wind up, unRusiness Manager
Ken Weiner
11
e
d.
Ile ne Mass _______________Q.ffice Manage1, ����ce%e�f� �����i!: b! s��� lmowingly, be smoking hasheesh !" This quote contains many
"sst. Production Manager scribed by the club presidents or �gross inaccuracies:
Harriet Freedman
.d rts Editor per�?n designated with 1c au·Mike Strick
1. Why would anyone cut marijjuana, selling for $15
News Editor
Larry Kalish
t
o n
e t: \
Samuel Deitel ................................................................Advertising Manager ;;:-i:� �h�n :; i::��� fon: (;�: to $20 per ounce in New Y�rk, with .heroin, which sells for·
$5 to $10 a gram? Economically, tlus makes no sense and
or take a few seconds).
MAX SEIGEL
All announcements must be ad- sounds more than ridiculous to a knowledgeable person.
Faculty Advis,OT
ress d to .the Pu�lic Relations Di2. Each person who buys marijuana may request a
�1ecto1: for approval. Announce··
· · t" ro]]ed from the manJuana
he m
· tends to buy.
ments mu st be put in the mail box sample aJorn
on the WBMB door. This offer i s If it does not measure up to his standard of quality he
only good for clubs of thi� school does not buy it. Alcohol, which is regulated by the govern
and WBMB reserves the nght r_10t ment, does not offer the same safeo-uard
to consumers
"'
to carry an announcement which
..
3 Hasheesh and manJuana come from the same plant,
do es not co mply with the above requirements. Annou nceme nts will cannabis sativa. Because hasheesh is a more concentrated'
be tak en ?n the first c�me, fir st form of marijuana and consequently it takes less hasheesh
s erved h�si s . �ou are r�mmded th�t to the desired high, it is more expensive than marijuana.
A segment of the City University Student Body is strik WBMB
is a time medmm. Submit
ing against their administrations. Directly involved are the your announcements as soon as The same economic considerations that make it impract1·caI
to mix heroin with marijuana apply to hasheesh as well.
S.G.S. (School of General Studies, comparable to Non-Ma possible.
Mr. Sweid states that when he was asked whether or
Anthony A nama
trics) at City College, Queens, and Brooklyn. The strike is
PubHc Relations Director, not he himself smoked marijuana while doing research on
pen.ding a meeting with Chancello,r Bowker, but the "lock
WBMB
the topic, he replied that smoking marijuana was irrelevant
out" appears evident. Attempts to extend the strike to the
to researching the subject. How can one talk with author
___
entire CUNY complex do not seem as likely. At Baruch the
ity about the effects of marijuana without first-hand exstrike has been denounced and rejected by both the Repor To the Editor:
perience.
favor
in
cast
was
vote
ter and Student Council. Not a single
e with interest the Repor
A subject about which Mr. Sweid presumably has first
of the strike by Student Council and the Reporter commends terI'snot
apology
co
ncerni ng a n ad
the action taken by Council. The Reporter is also sending monishment directed to D ean Dis hand knowledge is The Reporter's editorial policy. In last
the following telegram to Chancellor Bowker expressing our penzieri in the Council Commun week's "Locus" column, he stated that The Reporter will
ications Section of the March 2nd print anything; he accuses his colleagues of addressing them
discord with the proposed strike:
issue, nam ely item 5.
selves to issues which remain outside the realm of Baruch
Inasmuch as both you and Mr. College, such as the Israeli conflict, the ABM question, and
To: Chancellor Bowker
Rothman were present at the the Paris peace talks. As a member of The Reporter's edi
We feel the students at Baruch maintain a most com m eeting to which I referred, you torial board, Mr. Sweid should be aware that any given
aware of the feelings expre ssed
patible relationship with the College's Administration. There are
by most of the Council me mbers, topic of interest to 15% of the student body, as ascertained
fore, without reservation, we deplore the proposed Evening i.e. their feeling s that D ean Dis by frequent polling, will appear in print. Judging from his
penzieri waited too long to con past articles, it seems that Mr. Sweid deems relevant such
Session strike for March 17 and 18.
The Student Government at Baruch also has staunchly tact members of the Eveni ng Ses topics as the number of times a "point of order" was raised
sfo
n Council, the fact that he had
rejected the ''lockout."
not contacted the President, and at student council meetings. It is apparent to this writer
Jay Siegel
- not least - the fact that the that there is a grave disparity between what the student
Editor-in-Chief
meeting on Open Admis sions con body deems both relevant and important, and what Mr_
flicted with Council's meeting.
I suggest, therefore, that you Sweid feels is deserving of his attention in this column.
The six demands underlying the strike are:
At Tuesday's meeting of student council, Mr. Sweid
rea d the item in question. Should
a) All current non-matric students shall become matric an apology still be necessary, I voted to app1·ove a motion to censure The Reporter for in
ulated in September under the Open Enrollment Plan. No am quite sure Cou ncil will consider cluding an unsolicited apology to Dean Dispenzieri in be
it, and I per sonally will deliver it half of student council. As a member of The Reporte1·'s edi
tuition is to be paid by any student.
to Dean Dispe nzieri.
torial board too, I fully appreciate Mr. Sweid's right to
We reject the first demand because students are react Very truly yours,
dissent with Reporter policy; however, Mr. Sweid, as Pro
determined
been
yet
not
has
Evening
Ses
s
ion
Stud
e
nt
Council
It
case.
ing to ci non-existing
duction Manager, failed to voice his objections before the
how present non-rnatric students will be affected. Indica Earl M. Suri,
item appeared in print. It is Mr. Sweid's untimely criticism
tions cire that they will face less stringent policies thcin stu Director . Communications
to which I in turn object.
dents entering CUNY unde1· Open Enrollment. The issue
In conclusion, it is my hope that Mr. Sweid will en
contending tuition is incorrect, Tuition will not be ciffected.
deavor to collect the facts and avoid the inclusion of glar
Sports Cars
Registrntion costs will rise but this is due to the rise in the
ingly inaccurate information in his future articles; and to
cost of living.
voice his objections
The Cumberland Lions Club and they appear in print. to possibly controversial items before
the Steel Citie s Region of the
b) All S.G.S. students should receive the same rights Sports Car Club of America an- �·
nounce the 18th Annual Regio n al
and privileges as day session students.
and National Championship Ra ces
to
be held at the Cumberla nd, Ma
extensive
in
engaging
is
tration
The Bciriich Adwini
rylan
d Muni cipal Airport on May
The English 9 Qualifying Exam for exemption from
p1·og?'ams to avail its resources equally to evening and day 15, 16, and 17, 197,0. This is a
English 9 will be given Thursday, March 19th from 12
sess·ions. An excimple of this is thci·t n1tmerous courses ci1·e charitable event with proceeds
noon to 2:00 p.m. in Room 825, and, for students in the
used for $ight conservation .
be·ing opened to the evening session.
Evening Division, the exam will be givelil on the same day
from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in Room 806.
c) S.G.S. instructors that have been released or fired
The Qualifying Exam will also be given Th,ursclay,
be rehired.
Happy Birthday
April 16, from 12 noon to 2:00 p.m. in Room 825.
d) No afternoon or evening classes be withdrawn, but
Only transfer students who have transfer credits for
additional courses be added.
to
six or more English compo ition credits are eligible to
e) Students' voices in firing instructors be made
Paul Guzzardo
take this examination.
through teacher evaluation.
Any transfer student who has three transfer credits
f) .All instructors be given tenure on the same basis as
from
of English composition must take English 9.
full-time instructors.
The Staff
Baruch students who received Jes than "B'' in Eng
lish 1 at Baruch are not eligible for this examination.
The last foiir proposcils do not pertciin to Baruch College.

t
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Baruch Rejects
CUNY Strike!·

English Exemption Exum

;\londay,

larch 16, 1970
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A GRADUATE OPINION SURVEY

THESIS
I & II
1

I. Are you a graduate studen,t?
2. Aire you engqged in a thesis project?

YES

NO

.D D
D D

3. Do you think that the thesis is

D D

4. Should the student be permitted a
research-oriented option
to the thesis?

D D

integral to gradu,ate education?
. ( What is th,e basis for yo,ur an�wer?)

I

Your answers will be evaluated by the Board of Governors of the Graduate Students and, if warranted, relayed to
the Committee on Graduate Studies in the form of a proposal.
Detach this ad from the newspaper and deposit, along with any material you care to add, in the College mailbox at
the main floor Mail Room (near the elevator banks). Or mail to:
Graduate Students Association
Baruch College Student Center
Box 910
122 East 22nd Street
New York City 10010

Sponsored by Board of Governors, Graduate Students Assoc.
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THE

The Establishment View
By EARL SURI

REPORTER

Altru,iSti·C
Goal,s

Satisfaction of an employee's
goal in life should be altruistic to
the business, regardless of the
field in which he operates.
The personnel force of any cor
poration should be considered its
main assets. Without it, a success
ful business couldn't operate. A
business must keep in mind that
money, although a v ery d elicate
matter, is not the most important
aspect of the white collar worker.
Recognition of his merit, too often
forgotten, should be brought to
light. After all, clerks are p eople
and not machines.
Have you ever seen a Chairman
of the Board, or a President, or
a General Manager come down
from his plush air-conditioned of
fice to say hello to his workers?
A little pat on the back or a
friendly hello is worth a lot to
a worker and is so often forgotten.
After all, an employee sometimes
feels that he is working for one
department of the huge Corpora
tion, and not for the Corporation
itself.
Rafa el Cruz

Monday, i\'larch 16, 1970,

ATTACK!
By PAUL GUZZARDO

ow that spring is coming, the days will get longer and
"Why don't you shut up, pig!"
the evenings will be warmer. The trees will turn green and
"You're a disgrace to the Jews, runt. You should have
the flowers will blossom anew with vibrant colors of cheer.
served Hitler better."
What does this mean to the Baruch student? It means ab
The above are just two examples of the type of language
solutely nothing to him. It means nothing to him because in
used by defendants to address the presiding judge in a
the Baruch environment this phenomenon is hardly notice
federal courtroom.
able except in Gramercy Park. All colleges and universities
The former took place at a pretrial hearing of thirteen
of the City of New York have a small campus, even if it
Black Panthers accused of conspiring to bomb public places
may be a little gaTden or a small patch of greenery. Baruch
and of attempted murder, while the latter occurred during
is only a building. There is no garden, trees or any kind
the five month trial of the group now known as the Chicago
of gTeenery at Baruch. But only one block away, East 21st
Seven, described as, of all things, pacifists.
Street, there is a big beautiful park that is going to waste.
As isolated instances, these statements by themselves
This park is called Gramercy Park. It is a good-sized park
would be meaningless - a feeble gesture, a defiance by a
with paths, and trees and flowers and benches and serenity.
surly and angry individual. However, given the publicity
This park should be part of the Baruch College.
bestowed upon the defendants by our ever-faithful guardians
Many people could escape the urbanity of life for a
of the public, the host of radio, television, newspaper and
few minutes in the lovely park. During a break one can go
magazine reporters, the above statements reveal the devel
to the park to sit in solitude. One can rnflect nature or one
opment of a dangerous trend of behavior which could very
can do some studying in a relaxing atmosphere. But Gram
well usher in the Police State that our so-ca11ed liberals de
ercy Park is a closed park only used by dogs and their greedy
light in proclaiming that they are protecting us against.
owners. Gramercy Park should be given up by these select
few and given to the people of Baruch College. Maybe about
What has been disclosed is a new type of courtroom
fifteen to twenty pretentious old ladies use this park each
terror tactic, namely, a deliberate attempt on the part of the
day along with the hundreds of dogs and cats. If the Ba
defendants and their lawyers to sabotage orderly judicial
ruch student body had access to this park then maybe hun
process by provoking the judge and converting the court
dreds will utilize this space. It would be great if the Baruch
room into a political arena. It is nothing less than an at
student could use this park even for part of the day.
tempt to disrupt and assault the judicial system - which
for all its faults does protect dissenters and minorities.
How can the people of Baruch College obtain this park?
MONDAY,
MARCH
16
Even such as the Black Panthers and the Chicago Seven.
One way and the most ineffective means would be to send
FILM - City College, Finley a petition around the school asking the owners of Gram
What is astonishing, in the case of the Seven, is that
Grand Ballroom, "Martyi·s of
ercy Park to turn the park over tc the College and its peo
Love." 3 and 8 p.m.
they have been called pacifists. At least the Panthers are
Tickets: $1.00.
ple. Another way of obtaining the park, but highly impos
more honest about their ultimate goals. What has been over
looked is that the issue at point, i.e. the constitutionality of
LECTURE - Graduate Center, sible, would be Baruch College buying or renting the park
for a number of hours per day. But the most effective way
Room 415, Clive Ressler on
the 1968 wederail anti-riot laws used by Attorney General
"Social
Change Among Peasants to obtain this park is through demonstrations and violence.
John Mitchell to indict the defendants, was given second
a."
8
p.m
of
Mala
.
y
Picket the park and demand that the owners turn the park
place in press coverage and more attention given to the
over to the people of Baruch. If they do not comply, take
antics of the Seven with most of the emphasis being placed TUESDAY, MARCH 17
over the park with force and smash the locked gates, a clear
FILM - City College. See
on the contempt charges leveled by Judge Hoffman against
Mar. 16 listing.
symbol of repression. Once the people of Baruch College have
the defendants and their lawyers.
It is quite surprising that in the general uproar that
FILM - Hunter College, Play. Gramercy Park we could change the name to the Peoples'
house, "Voice." 3, 4:30, 6, 7:30 Park of Baruch and thusly we will have our campus.
followed Judge Hoffman's sentencing of the Seven, so little
-9 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets: 50c. I--------------- ----- - -thought has been given to what should have been the ap
propriate action taken by the presiding judge. Severe cri
LECTURE - Brooklyn College,
Student Center, Maynard Jack
ticism has been heaped upon Judge Hoffman by the press.
son,
vice-mayor of Atlanta, on
He has been accused of being too old, too insensitive for the
"The New Southern Politics:
By FARRELL NESSON
task and that his "Draconian" rulings only served to ob
Atlanta, A Case Study." 8 p.m.
scure the charges against the defendants. Furthermore, he
There is a beautiful world upstairs. It's a world where clouds float
LECTURE - New York City and eagles soar. It's a world wbich makes any man or woman who
has been accused of showing a clear bias in favor of the
Community College, KJi.t gord enters its domain feel like an immortal.
prosecution. Perhaps so. Yet, what was he to have done.
Auditorium, Ishmael Reed on
A C essna 150, at the end of a runway. The airplane is tense,
"Fundamentally" - I quote the N. Y. Times - "a court
"Black Literature." 1 p.m.
waiting for the chance to change an eager idle into a challenging
must make every effort to keep unruly defendants from dis
roar that will thrust down the runway and into the sky. From the
PLAY - Brooklyn -College,
rupting proceedings and, at the same time, keep trials go
comes clearance to take off. An invitation from St. P eter. Ease
New Workshop Theatre, grad tower
the throttle in all the way and the propeller spins over 2400 times a
ing."
uate thesis production of
minute.
The airplane advances thru the orderly progression of accelera
. Should no question be asked as to how the defendants
"Poor Bitos." 8 p.m.
tion. At 10, 20, and 30 mph, the wings, silvery slabs of aluminum
and their lawyers should have deported themselves? Pre
and
st
e
el,
d esigned shaped and built to conform to the dictates of a
WEDNESDAY, MAR. 18
viously, if the law was obscure and there was a doubt as
FILM - Hunter College, As dozen sciences, reach out like long arms for their prize, the magic
force
lift.
At 40, 50, and 60 mph, the wings have been pulling more
to its being constitutional, the usual procedure was for the
sembly Hall, "Sympathy for the
of this lift from the air. Finally, at 70 mph, pull the control wheel
defendant(s) to face trial with dignity and decorum, and,
Devil,'' starring the Rolling
back about an inch and a half, the nose points skyward, and we fly.
Stones. 7 :30 and 9:30 p.m.
in the event of an adverse ruling, appeal the verdict. By
And we climb. It's only a 600 f eet per minute climb, but it's
Tickets: $3.00; Students - $2.00
choosing to disrupt their trial proceedings, the Seven (and
enough to take us above the chaotic, rush-to-get-nowhere world below,
also the Panthers) have shown an utter disregard for the
PLAY - Brooklyn College.
Climb throu�h 1,000 feet, then 2,000, and thre e, and everything below
See Mar. 17 listing.
be�oi:ies a piece of_ cloth: Cities and towns become ragged polka-dots;
rights of others and have introduced a new factor which,
buildmgs become httle
specks. Highways are like silver ribbons run
unless corrective action is taken against it, could very well THURSDAY, MARCH 19
ning through waves and ripples of mountains and forests· cars are
weaken and eventually destroy our system of Western jur
CONCERT - Graduate Center, lik e ants dunning along the ribbon.
Auditorium, Paul Kessler, tenor,
isprudence, as we know it, and thereby, endanger the safety
Above us ,are some cumulus clouds, with their flat bottoms and
with David Garvey, pianist, in rounded tops. At full power, the Cessna gladly accepts the challenge.
and freedom of all.
a program of German lieder
Slowly we approach them. Soon we are weaving between them. It is
and French art songs. 8 p.m.
here, as we fly among them, that we realize how massive these clouds
r eally are. The same clouds that looked so cute and in which you saw
FILM - Himter College.
castles and poodles leave you b1·eathless with their grandeur, and you
See Mar. 18 listing ,
must be awed b y them, a� �ave been all pilots, no matter how many
FILM - Lehman College, Gillet tho�sands of ho1irs or 1mlbons of miles the y have flown. And you
raahze
what a small part ?f the universe you repres ent.
Auditorium, "Vali." 5 p.m.
B_ut not for long. Contmue to climb, leveling off 1500 feet abo1 e
Tickets: $1.00.
t�e higl:est peaks of th e clouds. Now look down at them. All your
FILM - ew York City
hfe you ve had to look up at them. Minutes ago, you were demeaned
Community College, Klitgord
?Y the1!l. Now you l?ok down at them. What this does for you is almost
Auditorium, "T o Sir, With
1mposs1ble to descnbe accm·atel with words. Now
tower above
Lov�." 12 noon and 8:30 p.m. the towers. It mak� you �eel � yif you ar e trul y abovyeoueverything
on
FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 1970
Tickets: 75c.
the planet. And this feelmg is more than a ph ysical description of
position.
It's
a
de
ep feeling, on e that goes through every blood vessel,
PLAY - Brooklyn Colle ge.
7:00 p.m.
::�ry nerve, past your heart, and down to the deepest pru.ts of you�
See Mar. 17 listing.
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COME fl Y WITH ME

Don >i Miss the Dante Society

1EASl1lER_ ClEILlEBlflAl1llON
STUDE T CE TER

CK BAR

Your Friends Are Also Invited

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

COMEDY-CONCERT - Bronx
Community College, Auditorium,
Dick Gregory and Olatunji.
8:30 p.m. Tickets: $1.50.
DA CE - Stat en Island
Community College, Theatre,
Phakavali, sponsored by
(Continued on Page 7)

. This is my world, the world of flight. It can be yours, too, for it
1� also the wo :ld of the BMB Flyers. With the approval
and coopera
tion of the Office �f S�udent Personn el Services, a club is being fonne<l,
the p�rpose of which 1s to get �tudents of Baruch College into the air.
Fmd out more. Contact either the Student Personnel Office or
The Reporter. �a".e name, address, phone number and hours you can
be reached. We ll give you a call. (By th e way, girls are also welcome·
after �I, there are also many female pilots who safel y naviga�
th e skies).
The air is free, as is the BMB Flyers. So, come fly with us.

�Ionday, ;11arch 16, 1970

?rln11lll Will C£WUJ
tJn IJJll. Xinq� Wnllil
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Walter M atthau, D arren McGavin,
Leslie Uggams, Clarence Williams,
UI and Diahaim Carroll.
I
Ely Landau, the man who con
ceived and organized the event
and produced the motion picture �------ By ZAVE UNGER
that will be shown that evening,
quickly won active and enthusias- (This is the last in a series of articles on the Middle Eastern Stiuation)
tic support from prominent execIn his elegantly decorated penthouse suite high atop the sp1·awl
utives, cre ative p2ople and top- ing military industrial complex, Sir Richard of Washington sat, hands
in
his
cheeks, muddling over the situation, past and pr esent. The
ranking organizations.In addition,
groups representing the three ma- company he was chairman of, the United Co11ioration of America
jor r eligions agre ed to lend their (UCA), had be en built and reinforced by his predecessors into the
suppo1t to th e massive job of sell- largest, richest, finest, and most glamorous of all the companies and
ing tick ets for tin filmed tribute corporate-conglomerate monsters in the world. In his hand he held the
to the slain civil rights leader. destinies of countless millions of men.Yet, ev en now, his thoughts
In commenting on the overall turned to his biggest competitors, the United Corporation of Socialist
proj ect, Mr. Lru1dau s aid, "The Republics (UCSR). He realized that their chairman, Sir Leonid of
unique concept of a single-evening, Moscow, was probably, at this very moment, in a penthouse similar
nationwide showing of the film will to this, contemplating, as he was, the befuddled situation in the
not only produce maximum rev- Middle Sector.
�1mes to help cany on th e lif e
They had made an agr eement. The two corporations, being so
work of th e late Dr. King but, large, realized that the one could never hop e to destroy th e other
with the help of the hundr eds of without destroying itself in the process. They decided, th erefore, that
individuals and organizations that thy would adopt a laissez-faire policy, where each corporation would
are contributing their time, talent remain in his sector of the world and allow his sphere of influence to
and energies, will also serve as a r emain dominant there. However, in the Middl e Sector, or no-man's
a dramatic tribute to Dr. King's land, the confrontation continued.
memory_ W e hope that in some
The two main corporations in the Middle Sector wer e the Cor
sma\l way this ev ent will b e poration of Israel (COI) and the United Arab Corporation (UAC),
worthy of, and do justice to, th e and they were fighting constantly. The COI represented Sir Rich ard's
On Tuesday evening, March 24, 1970, the most extra- cause to which Dr. King devoted sphere of influ ence, and Sir Leonid's sphere of influence was most
evident in the UAC. Though the UAC outnumbered the COI in numordinary movie "theatre party" ever to take place Wl·11 be at- his life."
hers of employees by almost 40 to 1, th e COI had manag
An even longer version of the was ale1t, abl e, willing, and eager more than enough to ement that
tended in more than 300 cities simultaneously by one million
compensate
film, running over four hours, will for their lack of employee str ength. Th e COI's sales and earnings
persons.
also be availabl e for educational were constantly ahead of the UAC's.
i
The s ngle showing of the film they will see is ex- purpos es following the March 24
What happened, was that the UAC, after dominating the area
ev ent.
pect ed to raise $5,000,000 to help'•
for about 2,000 years, had grown rather fat and lazy. Sales and profits
Entitl ed "King: A Filmed Rec- r,,,,,,=========== were off. This condition continued for many centuries unchecked.
support organizations d edicated to
:;i I However, about 25 years ago, the young, new, restl ess, generation
carrying on the work and teach- ord .
. Montgomery to M em·
took ov er. Th ey wanted action. They wanted more. More profits, more
mgs Of the I ate Dr.Mart·111 Luther phi·s," the full-length two and onesales, a bigger piece of the action.They broke away from the UAC,
half hour motion picture traces
King, Jr.
taking with them the back pay that was clue them, and using th at as
,f,
capital, s et up their now thriving corporation. The UAC, saying that
More significantly, perhaps, this the work of Dr. King from 1955
they had no right to take their back pay by force and without permotion picture will document th e until his death in 1968 and inmission, vowed to push the fledgling COI into the sea. Thr ee times
· the u · s · eludes special performanc es by
civil rights movement 111
they
tried and three times they were repulsed by the COI's financial
·
· most ·1mportant filld rev- such stars as Han"'J' B elafonte,
lts
<lurmg
wizards.The UAC, tired and broke by th e thre e financial wars, looked
olutionary period.As such, it will Paul Newman, Charlton Heston,
to the two major corporations for aid. The UCSR jumped at this
e e e
chance to beat the UCA, and gave the aid needed. The COI,
se,·ve a great educational function Anthony Quinn, Burt Lancaster,
however, had no one to turn to.The UCA had grown fat and lazy,
111 schools and universities for Sidnev Poitier, Sammy Davis, Jr.,
::::::':!
too, and, being the largest corporation, didn't care about the UCSR
:'::::':::::::::::==::::::'::::':::::::
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years to come. --�any
==:
extending their sph ere of influence into the Middle Sector. The COI
needed accountants d esperately to probe the UAC's weak spots. That,
for years, was the main cause of their supr emacy. However, old
accountants don't fade away, they die, and soon the COI needed a
new batch. They had some left over, and some that they captured
from the UAC during the last corporate battle. But they were used
to the UAC-type work, and they only sat around drinking beer and
spitting.

OPINION
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nenor,er
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w�--f���eci�bo�
' Beechwood Agemg�,,{

_,.,_,'-<\

/�-j�...� ·rS ·-

We must be bragging too much about
Beechwood Ageing.
Because we're starting to get some
flak about it. Like, "�eechwood,
Beechwood ... big deal." And
Beechwood Ag · g is so hot,
why don't you tell every;
body what it is?"
So we will.
First, it isn't big wooden
casks that we age Budweiser

in.
But it is a layer of thin
wood strips from the beech
tree (what else?) laid down
in a dense lattice on the
bottom of our glass-lined
and stainless steel lagering
tanks. This is where we

"If

let Budweiser ferment a second time.
(Most brewers quit after one fermen

We don't.)
These beechwood strips offer extra
surface area for tiny yeast particles
to cling to, helping clarify
the beer. And since these

tation.

strips are also porous, they
help absorb beer's natural
"edge," giving Budweiser
its finished taste. Or in other
words, "a taste, a smooth
ness and a drinkability you
will :find in no other beer at

any price."
Ah yes, drinkability. Thafs
what's so special about
Beechwood Ageing.
But you know that.

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.
(But you know that.)

• COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. , ST. LOUIS • NEWARK , LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

There was, however, another company; the De Gaulle Corporation
of France (DGCF). They were the third-r anked corporation, but they
were constantly thinking that they were first.Sir Charles the Phooey
was anger ed at the COI after the last war. He was courting the No. 2
company, the UCSR, in the hope of allying with them and overthrow
ing th e top-rated company, th e UCA. Since the UCSR support ed the
UAC, so did the DGCF. It didn't matter that the DGCF was instru
mental in financing that first COI ventur e.It didn't matter that they
had saved the COI twice. All that mattered was the fact that Sir
Charles wanted the world to think he was No. 1, even thought he
wasn't, but was going to be. If you think that's jumbled thinking,
you'r e right. So did the Board of Directors, and Sir Charles the Phooey
is no longer with us.However, to return to our story, the COI had
paid for a fresh batch of Mirag e accountants. But Sir Charles refused
to rel ease them. This made the UCA furious because it destroyed the
whole capitalist system, because you get what you pay for.The UCA
was so outraged that they sent the COI 50 Phantom accountants to
pacify them. They had to do that since the COI represented their in
fluences in the Middle Sector. This got the UCSR and the DGCF
angry and they sent aid to the UAC; the DGCF under a guise of a
(Continued on Page 6)

'This Land Is M,i,ne'

"This Land Is Mine," a 3 M Special to be seen in color
on Monday, April 6, 7:30-8:30 P.M., EST on ABC-TV, takes
a positive look at what is beautiful in a nation and intro
duces some of the people involved in that beauty.
The nation is America - a big country, and a beautiful
one. Some of it has already b een•
lost to pollution and the ravages plac es from M aine to California
of progr_ess. And, one day w e may and in Cape Cod. M a1tha's Vine
destroy it all:
yard, the G eorgia swainps, the
.
But there 1s still a vast amo�t Mississippi, the Grand Canyon,
of country, and of beauty, remam- New Mexico and Wyoming along
ing. There are mountains, deseits, the w ay ·
coasts and plains.
.
Woven through the special.a1;e
And, there are still people who
go out in search of that count17 the words of_ many of the natwn s
and beauty. When they find it, foremost wr1ters_ ... _ '.vords that
cap�ure the spec_ial sp1r1t of these
th ey know: "this land is mine."
eg 1 ons and w�1ch are translated
"This Land Is Mine" takes a :·
1
ag e of th e
'.1ni qu e loo!c at this counti-:y and :��i e
o! P i�-:�; �a!:::.
its people m the peaceful and spe.
.
Appear
1
11g
on
the
sp
ecial are
ci al atmospher e of winter. Seen
on the program are people and
(Continued on Page 6)
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Rock At
Westbury

CUNY Stu ents
Study In Tel Aviv

Five of the nation's outstanding
Dr. Robert A. Picken, Assistant Dean of the Faculty
nite club, TV & recording groups
for International Education and coordinator of the Program get the jump on the 1970 season
at the Westbury (LI) Music Fair
of Study Abroad for the City University of ew York, re prior
to the arrival of the regular
cent1y returned from Tel Aviv University where he discussed weekly concert and musical shows
starting
on April 27.
plans for expanding the year-long and summer programs
Producers Lee Guber & Shelly
-0f studies at Tel Aviv University.·
Gross are proud to start their 15th
Queens College's Dr. Martin J. cou:se of studies and may c?mple�e year at the Music Fair on Brush
_
Murphy Deputy Director for the then· education at Tel AVJv Um Hollow Rd., Westbury, L.I., with
Center 'for International Educa- versity.
a teenagers delight - five (5)
tion, also participated in the meetAll City U�iversity und�rgrad- weekly one-night concerts starting
uate students m good standmg are Fri. ev., Mar. 27, with "Frankie
ings.
The program at Tel Aviv began eligible for study abroad at .Tel Valli & The Four Seasons" at
during the 1968-69 academic year Aviv and students fr?m ac�redi�d 8:30 P.IVI., & concluding Sat. eve,
and is designed to give stude�ts coll�ges o!h.er than City Umvers�ty April 27, at 8:30 P.M. with "The
the opportunity for contact with may part1c1pate and have credits Rascals."
the land and people of Israel and transferred to their schools.
Sandwiched in are three (3) ad
with the aspect and problems of
Students in the summer program ditional hit groups from the world
the development of a modern state. (July 1 - August 20), under the of 'rock.' "Gary Puckett & The
Students may pursue their regular
(Continued on Page 8)
Union Gap" are on stage Fri. eve.,
------------------ --------IApril 3, at 8:30 P.M., followed
and 2.4% (80 for Business Ad on Fri. eve., April 10, at 8:30 P.M.
...
Structure
Graduate
ministration and Policy. The exact with t\vo swinging outfits, "The
(Continued from Page 1)
breakdowns of the specializations Yow1g Bloods" and "The Dream."
six credits, and 0.8% (22) Thesis within the various departments, Rounding out the card will be the
+ seven to twelve credits.
including figures for matriculated arrival of "The Pentangle" on Fri.
and non-matriculated students, are eve., April 17, at 8:30 P.M.
Graduate Enrollment by Major
appended.
Throughout the season, the
'T he department of Economics
A comparison of registration fig Westbury Music Fair management
and Finance, has the highest enroll ures for the past five semesters in will be bringing the best of the
ment with 19.7% (645) of the total dicate that enrollment for the vari rock & soul groups to their pa
graduate enrollment. Management ous specializations has remained trons. "Richie Havens" has al
,comes next with 19.1% (626), then
ready been booked in for a Mon.
marketing with 18.0% (590), Ac fairly constant. Exceptions are the eve., July 13, appearance. During
countancy with 14.9% (489), and drop in Accounting from 18.6% to the month of Aug., WestbU1·y hosts
Statistics with 13.4% (434). The 14.7%, the decrease in Management the popular 'rock' group, "Chi
remaining specializations follow from 20.7% to 18.7%, and the in cago," Mon. eve., Aug. 10. Follow
with 5.9% (193) for Psychology,
ing them will be "The Tempta
"3.5% (117) for Public Administra crease in Statistics specialization tions" from Aug. 24-30.
tion, 3.1% (102) for Education, from 11.1% to 13.7%.
For immedidate ticket requests
Non
to all concerts, send a self-ad
MAJOR
Total
Matrlc.
l\latric.
dressed stamped envelope to:
Treasurer, Westblll·y Music Fair,
Accounting
0.8 P.O. Box 86, Westbury, L.I., 11590.
27
22
Private ..................... .
The
box-office' will open for bus
7.3
256
87
169
Pub1ic ........................
on Mar. 23, at which time
6.3 iness
206
66
140
Taxation ....................
tickets for "The Four Seasons" &
"The Union Gap" will be put on
14.9 sale. For all other info1·mation,
489
158
331
Total ..................
call (516) 333-0533.

---,-;�Tat

5

Busines Administration
and Po1icy ................

63

"27

80

2.4

Economics ................
Finance & Invest. ....

63
369

27
186

90
555

2.7
17.0

Tota1 ..................

432

213

645

19.7

Accounting
Distributive ..............
Steno Typing ..........

19
37
17

6
20
3

25
57
20

0.8
1.7
0.6

Total ..................

73

29

102

3.1

13
308

25
156

38
464

1.2
14.1

95

29

1'24

3.8

416

210

626

19.1

Internat. Business ..
Marketing ................
Market. Research ....

75
308
20

29
154
4

104
462
24

3.2
14.1
0.7

Total ..................

403

187

590

18.0

Psychology ......................

134

59

193

5.9

Public Administration ....

80

37

117

3.5

Computer
Methodology
Oper. Research ........
Statistics ..................

215
51
38

89
26
15

304
77
53

9.3
2.4
1.7

Total ..................

304

130

434

13.4

GRA DTOTAL ......

2,226

1,050

3,276

100.0

Economics and Finance

Education

Management
Hea1th Core
Administration
Management ............
Management for
Engineers ........... .
Total

Marketing

Statistics
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As Seen From Here
By .LEUJ\'IAS LE TIED

By LEUMA LE TIED
The Conspirators -Recently
(My close friend Sam Deitel's poem was written in conjunction
with this column and acts as a prologue to it.)
A thick and heavy silence settled over the Alpine forest, dis
placing the dense smoke and the barrage of noise caused by the ex
plosion and the descending bits and pieces. It was a total silence,
suggestive of a tomb, and indeed, it was a tomb. A leaf fluttered. A
sprig swayed under the weight of a remnant of a hll1llan or a jet or
both that fote had so rudely deposited on it, even though it was only
a small fragment - because none of the remnants found was any
bigger than a yard. But always the solid veil of silence. Overpower
ing STILLnesssss ...
The world, likewise, was a tomb and following its example, was
likewise still . . . completely still. It said nothing and did nothing no comment, no reaction. It simply sat - and that on its hands. At
first, one assured himself that the world had, perhaps, not yet re
covered from its shock. Then one thought that perhaps a savage
act as the one perpetrated required a certain forceful, in-no-uncertain
terms response that the world had rarely issued previously. Then,
one rationalized that, perhaps . . . Perhaps nothing! Then one knew the world just simply didn't give a damn. After all it was only Jewish
blood or those who felt for them, and who are they? ,The world doesn't
need any precedents for such a response; there are plenty of them
speckled throughout history.
It would be cynical of me to deny, however, that Hrnre were some
who did raise their voice, quite loudly, and instituted severe sanctions
against the perpetrators. But they, alas, were all too few in numbers
and were, it seems to me, acting in their own self-interest: the Swiss,
because it had happened over their territory and the plane was a
Swissair jet; the Austrians, because an Austrian Airlines plane had
experienced a similar explosion that same day; just a few hours before;
the West Gennans, because the Austrian Airlines plane was bound
from Frankfurt to Vienna. Besides these countries, no one else said
or did anything worthy of mention, including the U.S., Israel's closest
ally.
The Conspirators - Pereirnially
Over the years it has become clear that, in its handling of them,
the world applies a double-standard to the countries of the Middle
East: a harsh one for Israel and practically none for the Arabs. By
country, here are s0me instances of its application:
France: When Israel retaliated against Lebanon (reducing to
rubble some planes after evacuating their passengers, for an attack
on an El Al plane in Greece by t\vo terrorists detem1ined to have
rec:,ived their training there, it pulled in the strings of the embargo
against arms shipments to Israel still tighter, but it remained silent
about the terrorist attack and couldn't be coaxed into saying anything.
More outrageous is what it did after the Swissah- di aster; it vowed
that it was still going through with its jet deal with Lybia, which needs
jets like the U.N. needs Thant. Which brings me to U T11ant.
U Thant: That pompous little man with the chronically grave
My Land ...
voice who expects us to hang onto his every word, he's one of the
(Continued from Page 5 )
prime culprits. With dissembling arrogance he refuses to circulate
the peopb who care for the larrd. petitions filed by Israel to members of the Security Council; out of
Some are well-known - actress hand he chastises, censures and condemns Israel at every turn. But when
Kim Novak at California's Big Sur; it comes to the Arabs he's the meek little man he really is. He waits
Henry Beatie Hough, former ed on them with ,a fawning servility that is very becoming of him, that
itor and publisher of the Martha's would make the Old World rulers green with envy, and jumps with
Vineyard Gazette; nature photo alacrity at their every whim, most notably the one in which he pulled
grapher and Sierra Club spokes out posthaste the entire U . . force in May of 1967 at Nasser's request,
man Elliot Porter in Santa Fe; precipitating the Six Day War.
and sculptress Rini Templeton at
Pope Paul: With all due respect, he wasted no time in firing off
Taos, New Mexico. Famous or not, a condemnation of Israel for its previously mentioned attack on Leb
:111 are involved with and concerned anon. or did he hesitate in dashing off condolences to the Egyptian
for their piece of this natural embassy when Israel mistakenly bombed a scrap metal factory. But
beauty.
not so when it came to Israel. After the Swissair air tragedy, he was
Lester Coop:,r wrote, produced shockingly silent - no condolences or anything at all. In this period
and directed "This Land Is Mine" of ecumenism one would've expected more. Or did all that pass with
for ABC News.
the untimely passing of the late Pope John?
Britain: It trained the Jordan Legion, continues to supply Jordan
with arms and Centurian tanks, ditto to Lybia, but not to Israel. It
votes with the others to condemn Ihael at every chance and at times
is one of the ringleaders. Never, however, does it utter anything of
rebuke or censure .against the Arabs, including th terrorists, a case in
point being the Swissair calamity when Britain wallowed in the muck
of its silence. After the shabby treatment it accorded the Jews during
the mandate period, one anticipated much better.
The U.S.: Though Israel's closest ally, it has been so only
reluctantly. When Israel recently made a tragic bombing error the
State Department hotfooted it over to the Egyptian embassy to de
plore the error in front of some Egyptian witnesses. (One wonders
The fo1mation of the first soc why it couldn't be deplored to Omar Sharif.) But not so when the
cer team at Baruch College was Ar.abs pulled off some of their brave handiwork and displayed daunt
announced last week by its organ less courage in killing 47 innocent civilians. Then the State Departm nt
izer Alex Taboada.
paused, hemmed and hawed and only the next day when it had an
"The team is formed of evening American corpse to prod it, killed in an ambush by terrorists on an
and day students who have found Israeli bus carrying American tourists, did it issue any comment. Also,
the opportunity to practice their what about the jets asked for by Israel? Oh, well
favo1�te sport in this world of------- -----------------
baseball and football. We intend to
carry on practice sessions indoors OPINION ...
( ontinued from Page 5)
and outdoors during the present
season and then promote competi subsidiary - the Lybian Corporation (LG). This only served to down
tive games against other colleges grade already downgraded UCA-DGCF relations. The new DGCF
of New York," said Mr. Taboada, Chairman Sir Pomp of Doo, who took over wh n Sir Charles was
explaining the perspectives of the released, visited the UCA to better relations. However, the UCA's
team.
employees had othe1· ideas. Their hard-eamed money was b ing taken
In addition, he stated that there from their paychecks, at their reqnest, and ent to the COL They did
are still several openings for more not like opponents of the COL Sir Pompy didn't realize thif<, and when
students interested iii playing soc he was jeered, he felt very bad, especially on the back of the neck,
cer. If you are one of them, con where the ggs and old shoes hurt the most. Sir Richard of Washing
tact him at once at 361-1568 and ton, San Clemente, KeyBiscayne and th Waldorw-Astoria, said that
leave your name and telephone he was sorry, but everyone kn w that he was just b ing diplomatic.
number.
Everyone knew that this politics could only harm the 01, the in
The team practices every Fri nocent middleman. Everyon° knew tnat th1> UCA would give the C'Of
day evening at 7 p.m. in the more accountant. when they n eded them. Everyone knPW thal. Bul
school gymnasium.
does Sir Richard?

Boruch
Soccer
Teom
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. erally conflicts with the Student
By REUBEN SAMUEL
Council meetings, this ,vriter misslb========================a::c ed
much of what transpired during
the last hour and a half of the
meetings on Tuesday, March 10th.
Rush into school, Tuesday evening, into the student cen
However, the part he did attend
Spurned by all,
proved to be eventful.
ter ... pick up Reporter ...turn to the column which I like
Finding refuge in none,
At the time of his entrance, the best: Reflections (you guessed).Critical analysis while drink
honorable Mr.Rothman of the Re ing coffee in the Student Center Oak Lounge: Dear Editor's
They roamed throughout the land
porter was giving his oration as
Until they saw the barren sand.
to why Council should ratify the letters .. .MMMMMM what is that cat saying? I see at the
Constitution of Station WBMB. bottom that he is a graduate non-matric student.He must be
Humiliated and killed,
Several of his more poignant rea a bright-aware type ...or is he? Let's see what has motivated
sons are as follows:
Ghettoes and gas chambers,
him sufficiently to write a letter to the venerable Jay Seigel.
1.Both Day Seision Council and (Maybe its about rny column?)
They survived to return,
the Faculty have already approved
A scar into the world to burn.
Initially Mr. Bolivia (I think that's how you spell it) in
said constitution.
Civilization to mock,
2.WBMB is already a function his great intellectuallity, condescended in a bored moment to
Society to scorn,
ing body andE.S.Council's failure read the Reporter. Why, thank you Pete. Mr. Bolivia goes
They point to their tatooed numbers with
to ratify the constitution would on to imply that the "Book of Arab Heroes" is indeed thicker
not detract from WBMB's ex than Who's Who among feathered fowls at Thanksgivin,g
a finger:
istence.
"Thi is the World's humanity - its order?"
3. Based on #1 and #2, E. S. time.Could it be that Mr. Bolivia did, in fact, write it hiro.
Council would look foolish if it re self? What is your name de-plume, Pete? Bolivia goes on, th<:1n
Over the history of dead bodies
fused to play follow the leader and to harshly criticize the writings of Leumis Le Tied (Leumis
not vote favorably on the consti Le Tied??): Mr. Le Tied is slanted in his opinion! We all
And across the path of blood,
tution.
They stand now beside the gate,
know that good writers are NEVER slanted.) Mr. Le Tied
4.WBMB was being courteous by uses "ridiculous logic," (could it be that he flunked the under
A weak people that was once great.
allowing
Council
to
vote
on
its
But entry will not come easy
(WBMB's) constitution. (At this graduate logic course? ... or is it that Pete is really a phic.
Because the world has so decreed,
point, several members of Council losophy teacher in disguise) Mr.Le Tied does not possess any
But, Israel, lift your banne11• and raise your head,
commented that it might be very intelligence! (Pete Bolivia, the new registrar ...after exten
helpful at budget time. Then sive testing has come to the conclusion that intelligence is not
They're watching - they who are dead.
WBMB could also »articipate in
a prerequisite for attendance at Baruch· ... undergraduate
SAMUEL DEITEL
the circus act.)
A very heated discussion and of course. The Graduate School non-matric div., though, ''i's·
question and answer period then surely full of intellects) Mr. Bolivia finishes his insightful
followed. Some members mentioned statement by stating that New Yorkers are "brain washed"
that they didn't hav,e enough time into believing that Israel is the Panacea of goodness. O·.iK.,
to make a valid decision possible. Pete let's call a spade a spade.
Others protested over the ap
Through tempests
In the first place, there is not a political situation in the
parent "like it or lump it, take it or
And through storms of agony,
leave it" attitude of Mr.Rothman. world today that one could not present two extremely valid
,vhen the high seas of life
However, after lengthy debate, the and well thought out sides to. Secondly, looking through his
Constitution was a,Pproved by a tory (as you must have done way back in those measely under
Engulfed our little ship,
vote
of 9 to 6, with .one member
And in my sweaty hand
graduate years) you're sure to remember that every political
not voting.
The wheel felt most uncertain,
The second matter discussed was event could never have been considered good or evil except
You've given me
Gary Meisels report of the meet in the viewpoint of the writers. So, what am I saying? You're
ing held at Hunter College by probably right that news media in New York, nay ... the
The stamina, the courage,
several E.S.councils of the CUNY entire United States is slanted toward the Israeli viewpoint.
To battle through the waves;
complex who wanted Baruch to join
You've neve_r, never doubted me,
in a strike call. After listening to Why?, you may well ask. Is it that Israel represents truth
And in your eyes
Mr. Meisels and others, Council and freedom? Is it that Israel is the last holdout of democracy
I found the peace, the strength,
decided that of 6 points of conten in the middle east? Is it that rich Jews have permeated the
tion listed by the other student or upper strata of all publishable materials and taken hold of
Which sent me on my way.
ganizations, only 2 might apply to
'Tis of stuff like this
Baruch. Therefore, Council voted the nations thoughts?
That love is made of.
None of those things, Pete.The truth is that it is POLI
against calling for a strike on
ALFRED CHARA SZ
March 17 and 18.
TICALLY WI SE for the U.S. to support Israel, just as it is
Council also listened to Mrs.Jos- POLITICALLY WI SE for the U.S.to honor the SEATO Pact
ephine Tuzzeo explain how the Red
(ContinuedonPage 8)
Cross aids those in need.Various
members rose to express their feel
Mar.19 listing.8 p.m.
ings about the Red Cross. Council
then voted against Mrs. Tuzzeo 's
SATURDAY, MARCH 21
Smiling/Frowning .
proposal that Council institute and
(C ontinued from Pago 4)
CO CERT - Brooklyn College,
Caring/Apathy .. .
participate in a tin can collection.
Richmond College. 8:30 p.m.
Whitman Auditorium, Young
Giving/Taking . . .
It did, however, set up a com
Tickets: $3.00, $2.00.
Uck Kim, violinist. 8:30 p.m.
mittee (to be chairmed by Miss
Tenderness/Harshness
Tickets:
$2.50 (balcony).
FILM
Baruch
College,
Tuzzeo to investigate other ways
Loving/Hating .. .
Auditorium.
"King
Kong."
CONCERT - Hunter College,
of helping the Red Cross. I still
p.m.
Laughing/Crying . . .
Assembly
Hall, Misha Dichter,
personally believe that giving blood
FILM - Brooklyn College,
pianist. 8:30 p.m.Tickets: $6.50,
Accepting/Rejecting ..
is the best way.
Whitman
Auditorium.
"
E
lvira
5
,
00,
4.00,
3.00, 2.00.
The major event of the evening,
Adapting/Rebelling .. .
Madigan." 8 :30 p.m.
CONCERT - Staten Island
although it was not the final one
Liking/Disliking .. .
Tickets:
$1.2
5
.
C-Ommunity College, Thea,tre,
discussed, concerned an apology
Involvement/Indifferent
Carlos Montoya, Flanmenco
FILM - Hunter College.
printed by the Reporter, in last
Peace/War . . .
guitarist. 8:30 p.m. Tickets:
Se e Mar.18 listing.
week's issue.about a certain meetMADDALENA NAPPI
$4.50, 3.50, 2.50.
FILM - Lehman College. See
(Continued on Page 8)
.
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CommunicaUorns Evening Sesslo:n B·reaks Day's
Lo,ng Winning Streak

(Continued from Page 7)
ing on Open Admissions, of which
it
is
alleged that Council received
By SHELDON SWEID
prior to said meeting. It appeared
ON E STUDENT'S POINT OF RE FERE NCE
The 19-game home court winning streak of the Baruch
than Dean Dispenzieri disapproved
d11111111111111111111111111111111tlllllllll111111llllllllllllltlllllltlllllllll111111111111111111lllllllllltllllllllllllllllll1111111111111111111111111111111tllllllllllll111111111tllllllllllllllll of Council's public dissavowal and basketball team came to a sudden halt March6. The Baruch
mentioned it to the Reporter who
Evening Session team trailing 68-59 with tlu·ee minutes to
A Living University. One way in which the courses of study might then printed said apology.
be more meaningful, I believe, and add to the general interest, might
When this writer then brought play scored the game's final 11 points including a buzzer
be to tailor individual courses so as to relate them to the actual needs up to Council the possibility of
of the College, by having students work through actual problems apologizing to the Dean, Council basket by Alan Portnoy to pull out a 70-68 victory over the
with which the Cpllege, students .and faculty alike, are faced eitl,er then reaffirmetl its feeling that No Day Session rival.
on a long or short range basis. For instance, we might have courses apology was either needed or would
It was the season's finale for shot over the extended arms of a
in Living Management. The school is faced with innumerable items be forthcoming from Council. Coun both squads.The Day team wound defender. The ball went cleanly in
which demand attention. AB a starter, what is to be done about the cil, and this writer pa1ticularly, up 13-4 which slightly bettered the basket as the final buzzer
elevator problems. Well, a good idea might be to actually install es then took issue with the Reporter last season's 12-4 record. The Eve sounded.
over the notice which appeared to ning team finished with a 4-6
calators! If Gimbel's and Macy's have them, why can't we?
The loss was the first at home
But just wanting things is simple enough; the thing to do is to look like the Reporter was apol mark.
for the Day team since the clos
relate these wants to the realities of a situation. Therefore, what ogizing for Council. Mr.Rothman
The Day team trailed 55-52 with ing game of the 1967-68 season.
will it cost? what is the budget that might become available, and natlll·ally became very upset and eight minutes left. They put to That loss also was to the Evening
where can the funds come from? As a starter, faced with the instal offered several reasons as to why gether a 16-4 drive in the next team, 78-69.Since that time they
lation of contact elevators which are responsive only when walked said item was printed. To make a five minut,s to take a seemingly won 6 straight last year and 11
on, this writer offers to undertake a stu-vey to find out exactly how long story short, Council then pass safe lead.
this season.
ed (by a majority of one) a motion
much it actually would entail.
Gary Elman's jump shot put the
The Evening team led early on
to censure and admonish the Re
As for the future prospects of Baruch College, I for one cannot
Day
team
ahead
56-55.
Baskets
by
the
outside shooting of Gary Lieb
porter for the above incident. in
envision the desirability of moving to Brooklyn, when most Eve!}ing
Jimmy
Tynes,
Greg
Williams
and
erman.
The Day team finally found
closing,
might
add
that
we
recog
I
students work in Manhattan, and it certainly would be a hardship to
iie that the Reporter has a strong Mark Stein made it 62-57. Stein the target against a 1-2-2 zone
have to trek 'out there' after work, and then make your way home
es
hit
put
in
a
rebound
and
T
defense.With
Tynes and Mark Pos
yn
voice but that does not give it the
again.
privilege or the pi·erogative, to with a jumper from the key. When ner hitting from outside the Day
Or, A Living Newspaper? Olll· English Department is offering a speak for Council, everi though it Stein added two free throws the t�m went in front 14-8.
course in Journalism. The Reporter is continually shorthanded on does donate this space free and lead went to 68-59 the largest mar
The lead held up until Cohen
proper personnel to edit, re-write, pi·oofread copy. It is usually left several of its writers (.mys'elf in gin for either team in the game.
hit a three-point play making it
for a h_andful, or l�ss, qf people to put out ah issue. Of contributors, cluded) are council \nembei·.
21-21. The teams then traded bas
Jerry Cohen Scores!
there are a-plenty. But there is insufficient staff to see that the news
Oh yes, just to let you know. Jerry Cohen finajly scored for kets.Greg Williatns ahd Ed Jack
paper turns itself out with the minimum amount of typographical Bai;uch .College will be the hosts
the evening fi�e. Fojlo,ving the son had 12 of the final 14 points
and other errors.
to the next meeting of the Metro basket the Evening team went into for the Day team to give them a
Flll·ther, the College ought to, I believe, have access to the best politan New York Region of the a 1-3-1 zone press and stole the 33-33 halftime deadlock.
type of replacements to fill the positions on the staff of the newspaper United States Association of Even ball four times Cohen hit a jump
Lieberman, Jay Ortiz and Mike
.
which become available as people graduate and move on to real-life ing Students on Sunday. March er added a free throw and John Dercautan helped the Evening team
situations.
21st.If you're concerned about the Sopack added another jumper and regain the lead early in the second
Credit courses could be given· during which a student gains mean plight of the evening session stu the lead shrank to 68-66 with a half. They held it for nine min
ingful points towards a degree while he is learning journalism, wet dent or how he is abused and minute left.
utes.
ting his hand with printer's ink and, at the same time, contributing misused, why not come and find out
Tynes led the Day team with
Another turnover followed. So
how you can help change thiHgs.
to the betterment of the school.
pack hit a short jumper to tie the 13 points. Posner and Williams
Since every hour which a student indulges in 'outside' and very
game with 49 seconds left. The had 12 each and Gary Elman 10.
meaningful "unapathetic" acqvities takes exactly so much time away Students in Tel Aviv .. Day team made a bad pass and Mark Stein, the team's leading
from his studies, why not combine both, meaningfully and realistically?
the Evening team regained pos scorer and rebounder had 9 points
(Continued from Page 6)
Going to school should be fun and work; and why not work out prob
session. They held the ball out and 11 rebounds before fouling
lems, real problems, without relying exclusively on theory and ivory Resident Directorship of Professor until the closing seconds.With five out with und3r two minutes left.
Israel Renov, who is currently seconds showing Cohen tried to
towerism?
Cohel]. led the Evening team with
Or, The Living Government? By combining political and govern baching Art History at Queens drive. He was blocked off and 19 points followed by Sopack with
mental studies with our own Student Council, and relating the micro borough Community College, will forced to take a jump shot from 17 and Lieberman with 13. Sopack
a total of six credits from deep in the corner. The ball hit and Dercau tan each had l 1 re
cosm which we have on our campus to the larger issues, a great deal choose
each of the following three credit the rim and cm·omed off to the far bounds as the Evening team held
might be accomplished.
courses: Elementary Hebrew, In corne1·. Portnoy grabbed the re a 49-46 rebound edge. Ortiz led
Again, working on Committees, being a Representative or an Of termediate Hebrew, Advanced He-·
ficer who wants to do an effective job, takes a lot of time and energy. brew, and the following which are bound and sent up a 10-foot jump boht club with 8 assists.
And who in the Evening Division has an abundance of either or both taught in English, Introduction to
less of strength. Place of battle
of these commodities to spare?
the History of the Middle East in
CHESS CLUB
is Roo·m 403, Student Center,
By essaying to integi·ate such activities into the fabric of our Modern Times, History of Jewish
Baruch Chess gets into full Thursday and Friday, 6-10 P.M.
curriculum, incentive is given to engage in progressive activities, we Settlement in Eretz Israel, and In.
swing! Relay the tension from
would be accomplishing much for ourselves and our College, and we troduction to Archawlogy.
Blitz Chess planned for the hardy.
would be working in areas of plasticity and non-stagnation.
April 1, 1970 is the deadline for your courses and work by clobber- Call May Zavanelli (9 to 5) at
Box 909A, The Nesting Place, has received its first applications the summer program. For further ing your opponent in Chess. Free 551-7972 for additional informa
for apartments, and is busy at work trying to track down living quar information, please write to City instruction to all students regard- tion.
ters. It's not an easy job, and we ask patience while we're working University of New York Program
of Study Abroad, Center for In
on thls experimental department.
Under the Sub-Title "We Demand," there appeared in these p�ges, ternational Education, Queens Col
last week, an incomplete essay. Apparently, somewhere along the line, lege, Flushing, New York or call T
OXY
BEN PN IBM
all of the information concerning The Publications Association be (212) 445-7500, extensions 240/
came lost in the presses! Since it is a subject of the greatest impor 294.
By GARY B. MEISELS
tance, we are covering it in a separate article, which will appear in
the next issue of The Reporter.
BARUCH BASEBALL
22¼
51¼.
10½
13 200s 339
Since The Reporter, via its Editorial, has chosen to inform the
The Baruch baseball team will
readership of its 'difficulties,' YOUR free press will discuss the main
continue its preseason workouts in
issues.
the Gym Thursday afternoon in
As last week progressed, little ACTION in the Stock Market moved
preparation for the season's open
REFLECTIONS ...
er on March 31 against Queens the averages upward. The resistance of the 760 level is apparently
(Continued from Page 7)
College.
secure at the p�·esen't in the Industrial average. During the week the
and support South Vietnam. This d,oes not make it morally Coach Burt Beagle has 25 can Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve Board met ,vith its
didates working out including ten Administration and private economists to relax monetary 1·estraints.
right, justifiable or even conscienable. Yet, Pete, the truth returning lettermen from last sea
They stated that there has been signs of easing inflationary pressures
is that you and I probably will never have the power to alter son. He expects to carry a squad of recent months. The PRIME RATE has not been reduced by the
20 during the season.
major banks, only shown cut-backs are by small banks around the
this thinking. Why you ask? Because nations are run by of Returning
lettermen are pitch
Until the major banks reduce their hold on the rate where
political manipulation (all nations) and by shrewd tough ers Richard Armellino, Joe Della country.
it is now, the stocks will continue to follow an uncertain path.
politicians. Men who achieved their stature by biting-kicking Salla, Charles Gelish and Howard
Earnings of many companies have been lower than expectations
Levine. Also back are catcher Lou
clawing-cheating-lying- dealmaking to the top. Now that Raptis, infielders Tony Di Sanzo, of forecasts made in 1969. These decreases in profits have made the
investor consider the situation as an economical and tight hold for
they have achieved their status, they are going into the his Harold Newman, Ken Rosenstein investing
funds into the market. Without the little investor, there can
and Tony Russo and outfielder
tory books as "great" men ... regardless of how many human Dennis
be
no progress in terms of upward movement. The activity on the
Burchins.
lives are extinquished ... regardless of what economies might Among the promising newcom Over-The-Counter stocks have been light; but when the flurry of more
ers are pitchers Fred Wallach and new issues come out with a PREMIUM; then there will be new signs
be destroyed.The game is POWER!
Bruce Revitz, infielders Fred Le of upward trends .Each of the speculators are trying devices to in
Mr.Le Tied, obviously motivated by ties stronger than pere and Philip DeLuca and out crease profits during this period of tight money including high interest
fielders
John Brown, Howard Onik rates, and lack of activity (what happened to the 15 million share
what he has read in the New York Times, has written a piece
trading days on the NYSE? ? ? ) .
and Richard Tanz.
which is slanted pro-Israel. You, Mr.Pete, have complained Any new candidates should con
TID BITS ...Sterling, Grace & Co.and Delafied & Delafied,
that Mr. Le Tied could possibly have written a more objec tact Coach Beagle in the Gym on investment houses, have been in accord to merge this coming May. A
afternoon between 3 and multinational bank in London called International Bank LTD. has been
tive piece ...about something that he feels strongly about. Thursday
5 or on Friday night between 6 formed with partnership operations in this veture shared by of Chem
ical
ew York. General Motors is Backing Transit Aid suggested
Question: Can you write an objective piece about America the and 9.
Beautiful? Try, but remember Pete, that as intelligent as you ----------- transit problems.What about the LlRR, and New York City Subways!!
One of our major car makers crone out last week with a huge deal
think you are, you too are tied to the years of propa,gcinda Evening Clubs ...
for Debentures. Chrysler Corporation has offered $100 Million of 8-7 /8%
(Continued from Page 1)
Sinking Fund Debenture Bonds Dµe 1985, and $100 Million in Notes at
that you have been subjected to . The facts that you will
respective meetings and presen 8-3/4% Due 1975; both at the price of PAR. This move is recieve an
state as truths probably have a corollary and probably are tations throughout the school. So influx of Capital to compete with the G neral Motors Corporation
biased. Finally, I sincerely feel that if you have something take advantage of these oppor Ford, and American Motors Cars during the new COMPACT era i�
when you have the time. cax designs a.ncl styles.Even with all the cars on the road today.there
to contribute to the school, the city and the nation feel free to tunities
Most take place within the Student will prabably be more than twice the number presently on th road
write in the Revorter instead of to it.
Center.
in 1985 as we had in 1950. What a fast pace, Americans ar spe ding to.
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